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The article gives details of discriptions on structure and working
of eye, eye diseases and their treatment, sense organs and their seats in
the body, mechanism and paths of perception of five senses in general
and those of vision in particular, as gleaned from ancient Indian
philosophical and medical works. It also examines specimens from these
literatures to appreciate as to how the ophthalmic ideas evolved in India
in the period and its further extension. The distinctive features of
ophthalmic1 science that developed in the west have also been discussed.
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Introduction

In the literature on ancient Indian medicine one often comes across
articles that narrate ophthalmology and cataract surgery as described in
Suśrutasahitā. Nineteenth and twentieth century Indian and European
doctors witnessed ancient procedure of cataract surgery being carried out by
wandering vaidyas, hākims or barbers, and they wrote down its detailed
accounts. Moreover, several twentieth century Sinologists mentioned Chinese
ophthalmic works attributed to Nāgārjuna and thereby pointed at the medieval
transmission of ophthalmic knowledge to China. These cases underscore
ancient Indian ophthalmic tradition, its continuance up to modern times and
its transmission to neighboring countries. India indeed had a long tradition
of ophthalmic study and practice starting from the legendary Nimī through
Suśruta and Nāgārjuna of second to fourth century AD, Vāgbhaa of sixth
century AD and so on up to pre-modern times.
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On the other hand, the advent of modern science of ophthalmology
is essentially a western phenomenon. Naturally, the foremost questions that
arise are ‘Did ancient Indian ophthalmology contribute in the shaping of
modern science of ophthalmology?’ ‘What was the input by Suśruta and
other ancient Indian scholar-practitioners’?’ ‘Did ophthalmology progress in
India after its significant growth as seen in Suśrutasahitā?’ or, ‘How did
ancient ophthalmic knowhow in the west differ from its Indian counterparts?’,
and ‘Did it possess any special characteristics that enabled its transformation
to scientific ophthalmology as we see today?’
When the contemporary practitioners of Ayurvedic ophthalmology
treat eye diseases and also when they write textbooks on the topic, they
invariably include modern scientific information on anatomy, physiology,
pathology etc for diagnosis and treatment. Although present-day students
and practitioners of Ayurveda, no doubt, need to incorporate the latest
information on the subject in their study and practice, it fails to underline
historical progress of Indian ophthalmology as well as its limitations. A
historian of medicine needs to know how the discipline grew over centuries
in India and elsewhere. He needs to pinpoint how ophthalmic philosophy i.e.
ideas related to both the theoretical and practical aspects grew with time till
the modern discipline was defined. These ideas include understanding of
anatomical parts of the eye, their construction and working, sense organs
and their respective seats, mechanism and paths of perception and also causes
and classification of diseases and their treatment.
This article provides an overview of ophthalmic philosophy that
developed in India since antiquity till pre-modern times as against the western
development on the subject. We divide the article in three main sections.
Section one focus on ophthalmic ideas in Ancient Indian non-medical literature
drawing references to ophthalmology in classical works like Atharvaveda
and Upaniads, medieval philosophical literature, Buddhist literature and
popular Sanskrit literature. Section two draws from ophthalmic ideas in
ancient Indian medical literature of Carakasahitā, Suśrutasahitā,
Bhelasahitā and later Ayurvedic works and commentaries. Section three
provides an outline of the evolution of ophthalmic theory in other world
civilizations.
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ANCIENT INDIAN NON-MEDICAL LITERATURE

1.1 Atharvaveda and Upaniads

Indian ophthalmic tradition began much before Suśruta’s time and
references to structure and working of eye, eye diseases and their cure are
found in Vedic literature. Atharvaveda, composed by seventh - eighth century
BC, contains verses referring to eye diseases.2 Exact nature of these diseases
is not clear and the cures suggested consist both of magical spells and plant
preparations.
Upaniadas form a part of Vedānta texts that were traditionally
supposed to be composed in the post-Vedic period and are ascribed a date
between 1000 BC to 200 AD. The very first attempt to hypothesize relation
between morphological components of the eye and natural and mythological
forces expressed in terms of primary elements is seen in the Upaniadic
literature. In fact, it is an attempt to explain anatomy and working of the eye.
resrk% lIrf{kr; mifr"BUrs r|k bek v{kUyksfgU;ks jkt;LrkfHkjsu Å¡
#nzks·Uok;Ùkks·Fk ;k v{kUukiLrkfHk% itZU;ks ;k duhudk r;k··fnR;ks ;RÑ".ka
rsukfXu ;R'kqDya rsusUnzks·/kj;Sua orZU;k i`fFkO;Uok;Ùkk |kS#Ùkj;k ukL;kUua
{kh;rs ; ,oa osnA3 (Bhadārayaka Upāniad, 2.2.2)
“Through these pink lines in the eye Rūdra attends on it, through the
water that is in the eye - parjanya (rain), through the pupil - the sun,
through the dark portion - the fire, through the white portion - Indra,
through the lower eyelid - the earth attends to it, through the upper eyelidthe heaven.”

1.2. Medieval Philosophical Literature

Medieval Indian philosophers searched into causes behind various
physical phenomena occurring in nature and their relationship with man.
They endeavored to go beyond earlier writers who sought the causes in
mythological and supernatural forces. Using observation, reason and logical
argument as well as intuition the philosophers put forth hypotheses regarding
principles governing these phenomena. In the process they defined a range
of entities both abstract and concrete. Having known that man perceives
nature by means of his five sense organs - nose, tongue, skin, ears and eyes;
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sensing the smell, taste, touch, sound and color respectively; they further
gave a thought to the means and mode of each kind of perception. Tejas was
defined as an entity that possesses color and touch but no taste or weight.
Since eyes only apprehend color and not smell, taste, touch nor sound; a
causal relation between the organ of sight and tejas was conjectured as the
paramāus (atoms) of tejas, very small amounts of other bhūtas or elements
(pthvī, āpa, vāyu and ākāśa) along with certain ada (unknown/invisible
factors) produce the organ of sight’.4
There were numerous conjectures regarding identity of the seat as
well as mechanism of all perceptions including visual. The Buddhists
considered eye ball as the seat of visual perception. They deduced that visual
perception takes place when the organ of sight, the eye, helped by external
matter which is light (āloka), and a desire to apprehend the object and also
the past deeds (previous knowledge of the object), contacts the object. They
considered eye ball as the organ of sight because all eye diseases are cured
by treatment of eye ball alone.
Nyāyaśāstra, the school of philosophy invoking the doctrine of
‘nyāya’, propounded that direct perception (pratyaka) takes place only when
there is contact between a sense organ and its analogous object. Since eye
ball does not come in contact with the object Buddhists of ‘Vaibhāika’
school concluded that the sense organ of sight and hearing cognize their
respective objects without coming in contact with them and the perception
regarding their size, distance, direction etc takes place. Moreover, objects at
different distances and sizes are perceived simultaneously.
Nyāya-vaiśeika philosophers did not agree with the view that eye
ball is the visual organ. They argued that visual organ is produced by ultimate
particles of Tejasa, and eye balls are only means through which rays centered
in the Tejasa particles constituting the organ of sight, gradually expanding
in wider circles (here they give example of a lamp wick) come in contact
with the object. Hence the Nyāya-vaiśeikas concluded that the visual organ
does not come in contact with the object when cognition takes place.
Vaiśeika philosophers further refuted simultaneous perception of
objects placed at unequal distance from the viewer:
'kk[kkpUnzelksLrqY;dkyxzg.kkPp ;fn fg xRok x`g.kh;kr fudVLFkek'kq
x`g.kh;kr noh;Lrq fpjs.ksfr u rqY;dkyeqiyEHk;sr
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rqY;dkyxzg.kRokfl)esop rnfHkekuL; dkylfUud"ksZ.kksiiRrs% vfpUR;ksfg
rstlks yk?kokfr'k;su osxkfr'k;ks ;r izkphupypwMkoyfEcU;so e;w[kekfyfu
Hkouksnjs"okyksd bR;kfHkekuks ykSfddkuke
Vhdk% rqY;dkysfr 'kk[kkxzg.kkuUrjeso pUnzxgz .ke~ r;ksLrqY;dkyRo/khHkzeZ bR;FkZ%
(Kiraāvali5, Udayanācāryaviracita 1,2,3)

The idea was that tejas being light and its velocity so great that it
becomes difficult to mark the difference of moments in its movement:
rrks u rStlfefr rnlr vf/k"Bkulaca/kkFkZxzkfgRoL; iznhisukuSdkfUrdRokr
i`Fkqrjxzg.kL;kfi i`Fokxr;k rn~onsoksiiRrs% (Kiraāvali6)
Here they give example of sun-rays that travel at a great speed and
spread over the entire world simultaneously in a single moment. As water
falling into Ganges becomes Ganges water, ocular tejas was supposed to
mingle with solar tejas to become one and thus could contact with external
tejas, near or remote, simultaneously.
(i) Udayana (10th century AD) objected to this view by asking how, in that
case, objects behind the wall cannot be apprehended7:
dqMÓkUrfjrkuqiyC/ksjizfr"ks/k% (Kiraāvali, 45)
(ii) He noted that when a piece of glass, mica or crystal is kept in between
the eye and the object, one can still see objects8:
dkpkHkznyLQfVdkn~;UrfjrksiyC/ks'p (Kiraāvali)
(iii) In this case the object definitely does not come in contact with the eye
and hence the eye is aprāpyakāri or that which can perceive without
coming in contact with the object9:
;fnfg izkIra xq.gh;kr izfr?kkfruk LQfVdkfnzO;s.k fo"VEHkknizkI;a izliZr r`.kkfnda
uknnhr rLeknizkI;dkfj (Kiraāvali)
Thus there indeed was a dilemma, if the eye is prāpyakāri (the one
which perceives only when it comes in contact with the object) then how is
it that it can see the object when a piece of glass is between them, moreover,
if it is aprāpyakāri then how is it that it cannot see the object behind the
wall? The commentator, Konda Bhaa in his seventeenth-century commentary,
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as quoted by Misra, explained that a forty year old person cannot see objects
without the use of glasses. Konda Bhatta concluded that the bilious tejas that
prevents real contact in old age is removed by the glasses.10
The above statement by Udayana is interesting since it mentions
glass, mica or crystal in its application very similar to spectacles. In all
probability, the property of glass when placed near the eye enabling it to see
better was known. It does not infer though that spectacles were known and
made from glass in India at this time. Earlier P K Gode surmised in his
article that the Portuguese introduced spectacles in India and that the Indians
did not know about spectacles or even the use of glass as an instrument for
magnifying an image although they knew its application of focusing light
rays which they employed in burning wood or paper (Gode 1969).
There was much debate as to whether two eye balls ought to be
considered as two sense organs or just one. Vatsyāyana (5th century AD) was
for two organs of sight; and others corroborated for the observation, when
one eye ball is destroyed the other can still see:
p{kqjn~oSrfopkjizdkj.ke lO;n`"VL;srjs.k izR;fHkKkukr&7
uSdfLeUuklkfLFkO;ofgrs n~foRokfHkekukr&8
,dfouk'ks n~forh;kfouk'kkUuSdRoe&9 (Nyāyavārttikam11)
Uddyotakara (7th century AD), on the other hand, argued that visual
perception of a person with two eyes is better than the one with only one
eye. He moreover added that the ancients always said there are five sense
organs! Later writers held this view. Dharmapāla’s commentary of
Ālabanaparīkā of Dignāga, the text restored in Sanskrit from its Chinese
and Tibetan versions, elaborated the double-moon cognition as not the real
entity but an illusion due to defect of senses when eye is disturbed by
cataract or other diseases or even pressed by a finger at one corner. The
Chinese text states
(The reason does not lie in real entity. For example, the
reason of double moon is defect in the eye. To consider the double moon
(cognition) as arising from (actual) double moon is wrong. The cognition is
not based on reality. It is the accumulation (of cataract) that leads to this
state.)12
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Thus seemingly remote philosophical discussions contributed
markedly to the theories of vision. The terms employed by the philosophers
were used by later Ayurveda writers as well e.g. tejaparamāu, rūpagrahaa
etc.13
1.3 Buddhist Literature

Buddhism being intimately concerned with deliverance from sufferings
there are innumerable references to medicine in Buddhist literature. Nirvāa
is considered as a state of relief from all sufferings and it is equated to
ārogya (a state of no illness). The one who leads humanity to it, i.e. Buddha
is equated to a physician and called ‘Medicine Teacher or Bhaiajyaguru’.
Buddhist philosophy used medical terminology as a metaphor in
explaining its various doctrines. Also analogy of Buddha removing the screen
of ignorance using a probe of wisdom to the surgeon who removes cataract
with a metallic probe is often found in Buddhist literature. It goes a long
way to demonstrate that ophthalmic surgeries were very much a part of
ancient Indian medicine at the time of writing of these Buddhist works.
Even a symbolic cataract operation was imitated at the time of initiation of
monks. The master would say,
“The Buddha, the king of physicians or Vaidya-Rāja clears away the
membrane of ignorance with a golden probe.” (Vairocanasūtra: Tatz
1985)

Buddhist philosophers also participated with philosophers of other
schools in academic discussions on various topics like the five senses and
sense organs, especially the seat of visual perception being the eye ball, as
seen earlier.
1.4 Popular Sanskrit Literature

References to añjanās or eye ointments both literal and figurative are
very common in ancient literature. In Siddhāntakaumudī of fourteenth century
AD, the opening verse pays respect to the great grammarian Pāini and uses
the well-known metaphor:
vKkukU/kL; yksdL; Kkuk×tu'kykd;k p{kq#Uehfyra ;su rLeS ikf.ku;s ue%A
‘I salute that Panini who opened eyes using a probe bearing the ointment
of knowledge, of those who were blinded due to ignorance.’
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There are innumerable references to eye as one of the five sense
organs in Sanskrit historical classics e.g. Mahābhārata.14 The fundamental
concept of contribution of primary elements in the construction of human
body and also relation of eye to the primary element ‘fire’ is time and again
expressed in it15.
r}Rlksexq.kk ftOgk xU/kLrq i`fFkohxq.k%A Jks=a 'kCnxq.ka pSo p{kqjXusxqZ.kLrFkkA
Li'kZ ok;qxq.ka fo|kr~ loZHkwrs"kq loZnk AA (Mahābhārata Śāntiparvan, 32)
‘Likewise, the tongue takes the characteristics of soma or moon, smell
that of pthvī or earth, ears that of śabda or sound and eyes that of agni
or fire, touch that of vāyu or wind, this is to be understood about all
creatures at all times.’

A metaphor of ‘eye of knowledge’ is frequently used in Mahābhārata
too.
prqfoZ/ka iztktkya la;qäks Kkup{kq"kk Hkh"e n{kfl rRosu tys ehu bokeysA
(Mahābhārata Śāntiparvan, 21)
‘Bhishma, you see the four kinds of subjects collectively, using the true
principles with your eye of knowledge, as a fish sees in clear water.’16

Śimatbhāgvadgītā goes a step further to use the popular metaphor
which states ‘the probe of knowledge will open the eye and clear the vision’,
an obvious allegory to cataract surgery that clears the eyesight using a śalākā
or metallic probe.
The idea that mānas or mind controls all perceptions and it is separate
from bodily organs, moreover it is not corporeal is expressed in Mahābhārata.
Thus,
p{kq% i';fr :ikf.k eulk u rq p{kq"kkA
eufl O;kdqys p{kq% i';Uufi u i';frA
rFksfUnz;kf.k lokZf.k i';UrhR;fHkp{krsA (Mahābhārata Śāntiparvan, 16)
‘Eyes see objects using mind and not (only) eyes. When the mind is
troubled, the eyes will not perceive even though they see. Similarly it is
viewed in the case of all sense organs.’17

Also,
bfUnz;kuka fg losZ"kkeh"oja eu mPp;rsA
,rf}"kfUr Hkwrkfu lokZ.khg egk'k;k%A (Mahābhārata Śāntiparvan, 18)
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‘Among all sense organs mind is called the ruler, it is believed by all wise
people here.’18

Also,
eu% lRoxq.ka izkgq% lRoeO;äta rFkkA
loZHkwrkReHkwrLFka rLekRcqn~/;sr cqf)ekuA
(Mahābhārata Śāntiparvan, 33)
‘The mind takes characteristics of satva. Satva is avyakta i.e. non-corporeal.
Among all realms it belongs to the realm of ātmā i.e. soul or spirit. This
should be understood by a wise person.’19

References to eye, eye diseases and their treatment and visual
perception that appear in popular Sanskrit literature express their
presuppositions that were based on natural as well as supernatural and noncorporeal phenomena. References in the philosophical literature suggest that
the philosophers based their conjectures on their own observations and they
tried to find causes only in the physical reality. They observed that if one eye
is damaged then the other could still see, but not as distinctly as with two.
Ideas with respect to binocular vision were being formed in this way.
Moreover they inferred that actual visual perceiver is not the eye but
something else; eye is only a means to it. The ancients further argued that
if we count two eyes and two ears as separate sense organs then the total
number adds up to seven and it contradicts the age old belief of sense organs
being five (pañcendrīya) in number; and therefore untrue. They recognized
that the illusory double moon cognition was an outcome of eye defects.
Dependence of visual perception on willingness to perceive probably
suggested that the so-called ‘non-corporeal’ mind as the seat of perception.
This came in the way of envisaging ‘brain’, a corporeal, physical entity
within the body itself as the true seat of perception for quite some time. Case
of Bhelasahitā is the only exception which is discussed later. The
philosophical ambiance definitely influenced contemporary medical
philosophy and vice versa.
2. OPHTHALMIC

IDEAS IN

ANCIENT INDIAN MEDICAL LITERATURE

2.1 Carakasahitā

Carakasahitā is the earliest complete work on Kāyācikitsā or internal
medicine. Along with Suśrutasahitā and Aāñgahdayasahitā it is one
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of the three major treatises of Ayurvedic medicine. It is ascribed a date
between 100 BC to 100 AD. Caraka defined various terms used in the
formulation of basic concepts of Ayurveda in its first chapter viz. Sūtrasthāna.
He gave considerable thought to five senses, sense organs and their locations
in the body, knowledge perceived by respective sense organ and also the
substance or primary element they are made of. Specific terms were ascribed
to these concepts to make further discussion comprehensible as well as
precise. Caraka thus defined five groups or Pañcapañcaka, five Jñānendriyas
or sense organs viz. eyes, ears, nose, organs of taste and touch; Indriyadravyas
that each organ is made of as five primary elements, bhū-earth, jyoti-fire,āpawater, vāyu-wind, and kha-empty space.20
r= p{kq% Jks=a ?kzk.ka jlua Li'kZufefr i×psfUnz;kf.k
i×psfUnz;nzO;kf.k & [ka ok;qT;ksZfrjkiks Hkwfjfr (CS Sū 8.8-9)
Also,
egkHkwrkfu [ka ok;qjkfXujki% f{kfrLrFkk 'kCn% Li'kZ'p :ia p jlks xU/k'p rn~xq.kk%
(CS Śā. 1.25)

In Śārīrasthāna, Caraka defined five karmeñdriyas or organs of action
as hands, legs, rectum, reproductive organs and organ of speech, thus ten
iñdriyas altogether.21
gLrkS iknkS xqnksiLFka okfxfUnz;eFkkfi p] desZfUnz;kf.k i×pSo iknkS xeudeZf.k
(CS Śā. 1.25)
Caraka also defined five iñdriyabuddhis or knowledge acquired by five
kinds of sense organs.22

bg [kyq i×psfUnz;kf.k] i×psfUnz;nzO;kf.k] i×psfUnz;kf/k"Bkukfu] i×psfUnz;kFkkZ%]
i×psfUnz;cqn~/;ks HkofUr] bR;qDrfefUnz;kf/kdkjs&(CS Sū, 8.3)
Caraka mentioned in the Cikitsāsthāna,the chapter on Diagnosis, that
ninety six eye diseases were differentiated by then. Caraka refrained from
elaborating the topic since he considered it to be a privilege only of the
specialist of the field (which he was not).23

us=ke;k% "k..kofrLrq Hksnkr
rs"kkefHkO;fDrjfHkizfn"Vk] 'kkykD;rU=s"kq fpfdfRlra p] ijkf/kdkjs rq u foLrjksfDr%
'kLrsfr rsuk= u u% iz;kl%&131 (CS Ci 26.130-131)
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Caraka included factors other than physical to explain the phenomenon of
visual perception when he stated ‘Conscious perception arises from the
fusion of ātman (self), mind, senses and sense organs’.24

2.2 Suśrutasahitā

Suśruta’s compendium Suśrutasahitā was made some two thousand
years ago. Suśruta based his ophthalmic philosophy on several premises as
discussed below.
2.2.1

Eye and five primary elements

The first was the longstanding theory related to the characteristics of
primary elements that define their function in human body. It was delineated
by ancient philosophers including the Buddhists as well as earlier medical
authors like Caraka.
egkHkwrkfu [ka ok;qjkfXujki% f{kfrLrFkkA
'Cn% Li'kZÜp :i% p jlks xU/kÜpA (CS Śā. 1.27)
‘The Mahābhūtas or primary elements like kha-ākāśa or empty space,
vāyu-wind, agni-fire, āpa-water and kiti-earth, their characteristics are
sound, touch, form, moistness and smell respectively.’25

Likewise, Suśrutasahitā stated,
vkUrfj{kLrq&'kCn% 'kCnsfUnz;a loZfPNnzlewgks fofoärk p( ok;O;kLrq&Li'kZ%
Li'ksZfUnz;a loZps"Vklewg% loZ'kjhjLiUnua y?kqrk p( rStlkLrq&:ia :isfUnz;a
o.kZ% lUrkiks Hkzkft".kqrk ifäje"kZLrS{.;a 'kkS;±×p( vkI;kLrq&jlks jlusfUnz;a
loZnzolewgksx#rk 'kSR;a Lusgks jsrÜp] ikfFkZokLrq&xU/kks xU/ksfUnz;a loZewrZlewgks
xq#rk psfrA (SS Śā. 1-18)
‘The properties of ākāśa (ether) are sound, the sense of hearing, porosity
and different evolution of veins. The properties vāyu (wind) are touch, the
skin, all functional activities of the organism, throbbing of the whole
body (spandana) and lightness. The properties of teja (fire or heat) are
form, the eyes, colours, heat, illumination, digestion, anger, generation of
instantaneous energy and valour. The properties of āpa (water or liquid)
are taste, the tongue, fluidity, heaviness, coldness, olioginousness and
semen. The properties or modifications of pthvī (the earth matter or
solid) are smell, the nose, embodiment and heaviness.’26
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2.2.2 Five kinds of pitta

Suśrutasahitā differentiated ‘pitta’27 into five kinds and stated that
ālocaka kind of pitta helps in the visual perception. Pitta or fire considered
as a manifestation of the fiery principle (tejas) in a living organism. According
to its location and function, pitta in the body is of five kinds.
1. Rañjaka Pitta – Colour-producing fire: location in liver and spleen
2. Pācaka Pitta – Digestive fire: stomach and intestines
3. Sādhaka Pitta – Motion–giving fire: heart
4. ālocaka Pitta – Vision-giving fire: pupils of eyes
5. Bhrājaka Pitta – Lustre-giving fire: skin28
2.2.3 Anatomy of the eye

The premise related to various parts of the eye is based on the common
observation that eye has eyelids, eye lashes, the white and black parts and
the pupil at the center. For their apparent circular shape, Suśruta defined
these five parts as five circles/wheels or mañdalās. They were called pakśma,
vartma, śukla, ka and di or eyelashes, eyelids, conjunctiva, cornea and
pupil respectively. Again, Suśruta divided the substance that eye was made
of into five parts viz. muscles, blood, black and white parts and empty
channels (e.g. tear ducts). He linked them to five principal elements as
follows,
iya Hkqoks vfXurks jäa okrkr~ Ñ".ka flra tykr~A

(SS.Utta.1.11)

vkdk'kkr~ vJqekxkZr~ p tk;Urs us=cq)qrsA (SS.Utta.1.12)
‘In eye-ball, muscular, red, black and white portion and lachrymal passages
originate from earth, fire, wind, water and the empty space respectively.’29

2.2.4 Di (Vision or pupil)

In Ayurvedic works di usually means vision but sometimes it can
be taken as pupil, crystalline lens, or retina although there is no direct
reference to suggest they had the knowledge of retina and its function.30
Suśruta described di as ‘of the size of half of the grain of a lentil
(masūradalamātram)’.31
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elwjnyek=ka rq i×pHkwrizlkntke~A
[k|ksrSLQqfYyaxHkkfe)ka rstksfHkjO;;S% AA
vko`Ùkka iVysuk{.kksckZásu foojkÑfre~A
'khrlkRE;ka u`.kka n`f"VekgquZ;ufpardk% AA (SS.Utta.7.3-4)
‘Of the size of half of the lentil grain (masūradalamātram), originated
from the essence of five bhūtas or elements, resembling a glow worm and
spark, shining with constant light, covered with the outermost layers of
the eye, hole shaped and suited to cold’

It is possible that Suśruta was referring to the lens when he used this
term and by that he perhaps meant to point out curvatures of two sides of
the lens. He could have just said ‘masūra’, if he were only referring to size
and not shape.
2.2.5 Paala (Structure of eye)

In addition, Suśruta perceived the structure of the eye in terms of
layers or paalas.32 Suśrutasahitā expressed the location and progress of
‘di’ kind of diseases as the disease entering successive layers or paala
from first to fourth.
rstkstykfJra ckáa rs"oU;r~ fif'krkfJre~A
esnLr`rh;a iVyekfJr~a RofLFk pkije~AA (SS.Utta.7.18)
The layers were understood as that of tejojala, piśita, meda and asthi i.e.
blood-water, flesh, muscles-fat and bones respectively.

Further,
prqFkZ iVya xr% & #.kf) loZrks n`f"Va fyM~xuk'k% l mPprsA (SS.Utta.7.19)
‘When the disorder advances to the fourth layer, vision is obstructed
completely, it is known as Liñganāśa (cataract)’.33

Suśruta described how eyeball is supported by an arrangement of
blood vessels, muscles etc.
fljk.kka d.Mjk.kka p esnl% dkydL; pAA
xq.kk% dkykr~ ij% 'ys"ek cU/kus·".kks% fljk;qr%A (SS.Utta.7.19½-20½)
‘Excellent essences intermingled of blood vessels, ligaments, fat and bone
play important role in supporting the eye-ball particularly mucus along
with blood vessels.’
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2.2.6 Sense organs and Perception

Suśruta expressed ideas related to perception of senses in its chapter
on ‘the body’ viz. Śārīrasthāna. He states, ‘Śounaka says that probably the
head of the fetus is first developed since head is the only organ that makes
the functions of all the organs possible. Kritavirya says it is the heart that
is first developed since heart is seat of mana and buddhi (mind and intellect)’.
As to whether it is the head or heart that perceives senses and controls
the sense organs was a debatable point, as we see in the statements made by
various ancient scholars.
2.3 Bhelasahitā

Bhelasahitā is a rare seventh century AD treatise that is chiefly
devoted to kāyācikitsā or internal medicine and is written by an unknown
author.34 Although it largely depicted Caraka’s tradition it is also similar to
Suśrutasahitā in many ways as will be apparent below.
Bhelasahitā essentially used Caraka’s terminology to define entities
like sense organs, their locations, knowledge perceived by them etc, and
further developed on Caraka’s theory. Bhelasahitā described two types of
ālocakapitta, one is cak-urvaieika (exclusively for eyes) and the other,
buddhirvaiesika (exclusively for intelligence or mental perception). They
were supposed to be located between the eyebrows and were operational in
visual perception.
While discussing insanity or unmāda and its causes Bhelasahitā
corroborates Suśrutasahitā in considering head and not heart as the location
for all perceptions. Bhelasahitā stated that doas situated between the skull
and the palate, upper surface of the mouth cavity, successively affect mana,
citta and buddhi, suggesting the seats for these entities as situated above the
palate and below the skull.35
eulkf'pRrcq)huka LFkkukU;srkfu deZ p lUnwf"krkuka rs"kka rq J`.kq gsrqer% ije
mUeknlEizkfIr% Å/o± izdqfirk nks"kk% f'kjLrkYoUrjs fLFkrk% eu% lUnw"k;UR;k'kq rrf'pRra
foin~;rs
fpRrs O;kinekiUus cqf)ukZ'ka fu;PNfr rrLrq cqf)O;kZiRrkS dk;kZdk;± u cq/;rs
(Bhela. Ci, 8.9-11)
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Thus the location of the seat of Buddhi, or brain in modern terminology,
is stated as underneath the skull and above the palate. In this way,
Bhelasahitā astonishingly predicted the actual location of brain.
Moreover, the Bhelasamhitā in fact related the seats of all the three entities
Manasa, Citta and Buddhi to brain. Thereby Bhelasahitā differentiated
perceptions comprehended by Manasa, Citta and Buddhi and attributed
all the three to brain.36

euf'pRrcqf)uka LFkkukfn
f'kjLrkYoUrjxra losZfUnz;ija eu%
r=LFka rf) fo"k;kfufUnz;k.kka jlkfndku] lehiLFkku fotkukfr =hu Hkkoka'p fu;PNfr
(Bhela. Ci, 8.2-3)

Similar thoughts on the seat of buddhi were seen in other works too
but they were less elaborate. We will come to that by and by.
2.4 Evolution of Ophthalmic Theory in later Ayurvedic Works

Let us see whether philosophical concepts of Suśruta’s ophthalmology
changed over the next thousand years when many more Ayurvedic works
and their commentaries came up.
Among post-Suśruta works dealing with ophthalmology
Aāñgahdayasahitā by Vāgbhaa, is of foremost importance for its
substantial ophthalmic content. Vāgbhaa was a sixth century figure and he
is acknowledged also as author of an earlier work Aāñgasagraha. Like
Suśrutasahitā the last chapters called Uttarasthāna of both
Aāñgasagraha and Aāñgahdayasahitā are devoted to Śālākyatañtra
(minor surgery using a probe) that included ophthalmology (Grade 1983).
Vāgbhaa simply discussed the essentials of the contents of Uttaratañtra of
Suśruta in its ophthalmic section. He did not describe the structural aspects
at all but only symptoms for diagnosis of diseases and their treatment.
As to the ideas of visual perception Aāñgasagraha adopted the
traditional view that it is the atiīndrīya (which means ‘beyond bodily organs’
or non-corporeal) mind that governs the ten bodily organs, five organs of
action and five sense organs.
iap cq)hfnz;kf.k Jks=a Li'kZua n'kZua jlua ?kzk.ka p& rs"kka leHkkxr;k Øekn~fo"k;k%
'kCnLi'kZ:ijlxU/kk%& iap cq)hfUnz;kf/k"Bkukfu d.kksZ Roxf{kf.k ftOgk ukflds p & iap
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desZfUnz;kf.k okoik;wiLFkikf.kiknlaKdkfu&&rkU;kfi p opuksRlxZg"kkZnkuxeukFkkZfu&&vrhfUnz;a
rq eu% lokZFksZjUo;kr&&rn~;ksxsu psfUnz;k.kkeFkZizo`fÙk%&& cqf)desZfUnz;ksHk;kRedRokPp
(A S. Śā, 5.25)
Mādhavanidāna (6/7th century AD), Śārñgdharasahitā (13th century
AD), Bhāvaprakāśa (16th century AD), etc. although include ophthalmology
as a section, the subject matter is fewer (Sastri 2009, Mishra 1938,
Parsuramsastri 2005). Mādhavanidāna and Bhāvaprakāśa are selective and
discussed only a fraction of Suśruta’s extensive material viz. diagnosis and
therapeutics respectively. Ugraditya of 9th century AD wrote an extensive
work named Kalyānakāraka (Sastri Parswanath, 1940). Although he dealt
with almost all topics of Suśruta’s ophthalmology, including surgical
treatments in a separate chapter, it is less elaborate. Lastly, Śārñgdharasahitā
merely listed eye diseases on the basis of their location and added few
common methods of treatment. Śārñgdharasahitā did not refer to eye
surgery at all. Innumerable commentaries of each of the above major
Ayurvedic works came up in successive centuries. Some of them made
significant remarks on the structure and working of the eye.
Dalhana a 12th century commentator of Suśrutasahitā who wrote
Nibañdhasagraha, also called Dalhaaīkā, commented on the position of
the eye as follows.
rs"kka ,o /kkrwuka iVykJ;k.kkeqi/kkrquka p deZrks u;us·fLrRoa~ n'kZ;kUukg &
fljk.kkfeR;kfn fljknhuka dkydkfLFki;ZUrkuka ijk xq.kk ;FkksÙkjeqRÑ"Vk% izlknk%
v".kkscZU/kus·U;ksU;laguus·f/kÑrk% rFkk dkydkr~ ij% dkydkLFk% ldk'kkr~
'ys"ek fljk;qrks·{.kscZU/kus ij mRÑ"Vks·f/kÑr bfr fi.MkFkZ% fljk.kkfeR;=
cgqopuL;k|FkZofpRok)euhukefi xzg.ke~ d.Mjk.kkfeR;= d.Mjk'kCn% Luk;qokpd%
vU;s rq fljknhuka esn%i;ZUrkuka xq.kk% izlknk% dkydL;k{.kks% Ñ".kHkkxL;
cUèkusf/kÑrk% rFkk dkykr~ ij% Ñ".kHkkxk|% ij% 'kqDyksHkkxrL; cU/kus fljk;qr%
'ys"ekA (SS.Utta.1.19; 20.1)
‘Due to the action of dhātus and upadhātus that are located in paalas the
eye exists (is held at one place). The attributes of blood vessels that
stretch up to the bones and beyond result in excellently tying the eye
(eyeball in the cavity) and connecting the parts to each other and make
the setting as it is. Further the ślema which is near and in the bones
(choroid) that has blood vessels binds the eye and superbly holds it in its
place. This is the overall meaning. Since sirā is used here in plural one
may take it to mean dhamanī too. Kañdarā means snāyu here. Other
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blood vessels that go up to meda part their attributes result into securely
binding the kālaka (choriod?) to the eye and the black part, the blood
vessels that are beyond kālaka and the white part beyond the black part
etc, the ślema having blood vessels in it is effective.38’

Above passage suggests the possibility that Dalhana knew the compact
structure of blood vessels, ligaments, muscles etc that holds the eye ball in
its place. His presumption regarding sirā and dhamanī being separate entities
suggests that, possibly sirā referred to veins and dhamanī to arteries, since
the root ‘dmā’ of the word dhamanī means ‘to blow’ (a possible reference
to the pumping of heart), although the terms were earlier used indiscriminately
for any blood vessel.
2.4.1 Location of lens

Dalhana called the innermost i.e. asthi as the first paala, the second
paala as meda and the third paala as māñsa/piśita and the fourth as
tejojalāśrita.39
vH;Urjs lokZH;Urjs dkydkLFkkfJrs izFke iVysA
f}rh;a iVya esn%fJre~ AA
r`rh;iVya ekalkfJre~ AA
prqFk± iVya rstkstykfJra izkIrks ;nk loZrks n`f"Va #.kf) rnk fyaxuk'k mP;r
bfr lEcU/k%AA (SS.Utta.7.7; 7.11; 7.15)
It is exact reverse of Suśruta’s definition. Why did he change the
order? Dalhana probably knew the location of the cataract opacity to be the
lens which is in the outer part. It was probably to respect Suśruta’s statement
that the incidence of cataract is a result of the doa entering the fourth
Paala. Dalhana preferred to call it the fourth paala thus reversing Suśruta’s
order. Dalhana further explains that the outer paala is called tejojalśārita
since it contains the blood vessels carrying blood with the ālocaka pitta or
vision-giving fire also called teja.
v= rst%'kCnsukykspdrst% lekJ;a fljkxra jäa cks/kO;e&
Earlier, Suśrutasahitā and Aāñgahdayasahitā believed cataract
i.e. liñganāśa to be a di kind of disease40;
"kM~ fy³x uk'kk% "kfMes p jksxk n~"VkJ;k% "kV~ p "kMso o L;q%A
rFkk uj% fiÙkfonX/kn`f"V% dQsu pkU;LRoFk /kwen'khZA
;ks gzLotkR;ks udqyka/krk p xaHkjlaKk p rFkSo n`f"V%A (SS.Utta.7.33;34.1)
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‘Six liñganāāas are six diseases located in di. Also a man gets six other
diseases of the di like pittavidagdhadi, another due to kapha (i.e.
kaphavidagdhadi), dhūmadarśi, and that called hrsvajādya,
nakulāñdhatā and gambhīra are di kind of diseases.’-

fouk dQfyaxuk'kku~ xEHkhjka gzLotkefiA
"kV~ dkpk udqykU/kÜp ;kI;k% 'ks"kkLrq lk/k;sr~A
}kn'ksfr xnk n`"VkS fufnZ"Vk% lIrfoa'kfr% AA33AA (A H. Utta.12.33)
‘All liñganāśas except for the one due to kapha, gambhīra and also
hrsvaja are to be excluded (from treatment for they are incurable), six
kāca kind of diseases and nakulāñdha are pallieable, the rest twelve should
be treated for they are curable. Thus twenty seven diseases of di are
defined.’41

However, Śāragdhara,who wrote Śāragdharasahitā in 13th century
AD separated liñganāśa from digata diseases. He separated seven liñganāśa
diseases from eight disease of Di kind.42
fy³~xuk'k% lIr/kk L;k|krkfRiÙkkRdQsu pAA65AA
f=nks"kS#ilxsZ.k lalxsZ.kkl`tk rFkkA
v"V/kk n`f"Vjksxk% L;qLrs"kq fiÙkfonX/ke~AA66AA
vEyfiÙkfonX/ka p rFkSoks".kfonX/kde~
udqykU/ka /kwljkU/ka jk«;kU/ka gzLon`f"Vd%AA67AA
xEHkhjn`f"VfjR;srs jksxk% n`f"Vxrk% erk%A (Śārag. S.)
‘There are seven kinds of liñganāśas, due to vāta, pitta and kapha.
Moreover there are due to three doas, and then upasarga, samsarga and
asja. There are eight kinds of di diseases. Pittavidagdhaka,
amlapittavidagdha, also uavidagdhaka, nakulāñdha, dhūsarāñdha,
rātryāñdha,hsvadika, gambhīrādi; these diseases are called digata
diseases.’

Adhamalla, the 14th century commentatorof Śārgdharasahitā too
corroborated Śārgdhara. Indu in his 12th century Śaśirekhā commentary of
Aāñgahdayasahitā was the first to put forth this viewpoint (Indu, 1956).
He stated that in the case of liñganāśa the doa comes out of dimaala
and stations itself in the outer paala. It matures and as a result, the vision
is lost, irrespective of time, night or day.43 In this way, Indu, Śārgdhara and
Adhamalla believed liñganāśa as disease of the lens and not of the innermost
part called di.
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^lqtkra n`f"Ve.M~ykfUuxZR; ckáiVykUrjs lq"Bq ifj.krRokr~ Li"Vrka xra
fu"izs{ka lEiw.kZfy³~Roknzkf=fUnofo'ks"kjfgrkoyksdueA (A H. Utta.14.1)
‘Since a well-developed (cataract) comes out of the dimaala and
stations itself effectively inside the outer paala, it appears marked. (As
a result) since the damage to the (visual) faculty is complete the eyesight
is lost and there is no difference between day and night as far as vision
is concerned.’

2.4.2 About netratvak (eye-skin) or layers in the eye

Suśruta recorded four kinds of kāgatarogāh i.e. diseases of the
black part of the eye, they are savraaśukra (corneal ulcer), avraasukra
(corneal opacity), akipākātyaya (keratitis) and ajakājāta (staphyloma).
Suśruta categorically stated that the corneal ulcer is curable when it is not
near the pupil, not deep or not exuding any pus, is painless and is not of
yugmaśukra (twin śukras:savraaśukra and avraaśukra) kind.44 Suśruta did
not relate the severity of corneal ulcers to paala or the layers to which
disease has reached as he does in the case of di kind of diseases.45
Aāñgahdayasahitā , on the other hand, mentions three paalas or layers
in the eye and explains severity of krataśukra i.e. corneal ulcer on that basis.
Modern Ayurvedic ophthalmologist identifies them as epithelium, stroma
and endothelium. Although one may think it farfetched, yet present day
prognosis supports these observations viz. when the disease penetrates the
third layer it is incurable. Up to the second layer there is less pain too.46
Suśruta while discussing avraaśukra (corneal opacity) mentions the
word dvitvak (second layer of the skin) and so does Nimi as quoted by
Dalhana.47 Dalhana refers to a verse that lists characteristics of the corneal
opacity that has reached the second layer of the eye as told by Videha,
another name for Nimi. Thus,
pks"kks".klzkonkgkLrq Ñ".ks p ihfMdksnze] O;äeqnzQykdkje~ 'kqØa f}RoXxra Hkosr~A
(SS.Utta. Dalhaika, 5.5)
‘The one that gives out drying, hot exudation, a burning sensation, and a
boil on the black part of the eye, resembles a lentil grain that opacity is
called as having entered the second layer.’48

Indu, the commentator of Aāñgahdayasahitā explains three
paalas that Vāgbhaa mentions as dpaala i.e. skin of the eye. Furthermore,
Indu says that due to being in the outer layer it can be cured although with
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difficulty. When second paala is pierced the disease is palleable and incurable
in the case of third paala.
rr~ cfg%fLFkrRokr~ ÑPNlk/;a f}rh;iVyO;/kk|kI;a L;kr~A iVye~ us=Rod~] r= ;kI;s
iwokZis{k;k rksnfneRoa lwfpfo)a leÑ".kHkkxrk p us=L; L;kr~A ;nk r` rnso r`rh;efi iVya
O;kIuksfr rnk oz.kSfuZfpra lk/;a {kr'kqDye~ L;kr~A49 (A.H. Utta., 10.24-25)
It is hard to know what he exactly meant by it. How could he know
layers in the skin of the eye without a microscope? Although conceptual,
this is in agreement with what the modern Ayurvedic ophthalmologist claims
as quoted above. Probably it is a case of intuition hitting upon truth as one
finds every now and then in ancient medicine.
3. OUTLINE

OF OPHTHALMIC

IDEAS

IN

OTHER WORLD CIVILIZATIONS

Egyptian papyri dated second millennium BC contained references
to medicine and ophthalmology. Together with names of eye diseases and
medicines prescribed, they expressed elements of magic and superstition.
Hippocrates, the ancient Greek medical writer (5th century BC) freed
ophthalmology from false notions. Alcmaeon, a predecessor of Hippocrates,
used to experiment cutting open body organs and scrutinize them. In the
process he discovered optic nerve and brain. He believed that there were
three layers in the eye and fluid at the center that was connected to the brain
and they together played a role in ocular perception. Contradictory theories
were proposed to explain its path. Plato in fifth century BC proposed that
a visual substance emerges from the eye to reach the object, and rays from
the object combine with it to produce vision. On the contrary, the early
atomists believed that small particles come out of objects and reach the eye.
Aristotle (4th century BC), a student of Plato, proposed that one gets the
sense of vision owing to the influences emanating from objects, and not as
a result of rays emerging from the eye. Yet Ptolemy (90-168 AD), a Roman
who wrote in Greek, in his treatise on light agreed with the view that objects
are seen by rays emerging from the eye.
Alexandrians in second - third century BC considered lens as the seat
of vision. Celsus (25 BC-50 AD) who was a Roman medical writer and
compiler believed that the lens was situated at the center of the eye. A
century later Galen (129-216 AD) recognized two separate chambers of the
eye that were filled with similar fluid, the nature of optic nerve, retina and
cornea and believed the lens to be the seat of vision but he rightly considered
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it to be situated in the front part. He stated that rays from the brain passed
through the optic nerve, retina, lens and cornea to the object and returned the
same path to transmit the perception to the brain.
Arabian ophthalmology flourished between 8th to the 12th century.
Al Razi or Rhazes (850-932 AD) and Ibn Sina or Avicenna (958-1037 AD)
were prominent physicians of the period. The Arabs invented newer techniques
for eye surgery, e.g. Abul Quasim Amar (10th century AD) designed a
hollow needle for sucking out soft cataracts which were difficult to press.
Ibn al-Haytham (10th century AD) called as the ‘father of optics’ made
important contributions to ophthalmology. He was the first to give correct
explanations of the process of sight and visual perception in his Book of
Optics. He also hinted that retina is involved in the process of image
formation.
When the eye was equated with an optical instrument by Kepler, the
famous sixteenth century astronomer, ideas about the role of various parts
in visual perception became clear. Microscopes came by the seventeenth
century when the true structure of the eye became known. Actually, invention
of compound microscope in the 19th century brought about revolution in the
understanding of anatomy of the eye and also path of visual perception.
4. INDIA

AND

OTHER WORLD TRADITIONS

Summary of ophthalmic ideas put in a tabular form will be of interest.
Period

Ancient
Indian
Medical
Tradition

Before
1000BC
1000 BC to AD 200

Ancient
Indian
Philosophical/
popular
Tradition

Atharvaveda

Upaniadas
and
ārayakas
Nyāyaśāstra

World
Traditions

Topics

Egyptian
papyri

- Contained references to medicine and
ophthalmology.
- References to eye diseases and
remedies like magical spells and
plant preparations
- References to morphological
components of the eye and their
functioning attributed to natural and
mythological forces
- Tejas, defined as an entity that
along with small quantities of other
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Ancient
Indian
Medical
Tradition

Ancient
Indian
Philosophical/
popular
Tradition

World
Traditions

Topics

-

200 BC200 AD

Mahābhārata

Alcmaeon

-

Hippocrates

-

Early
atomists
Plato

-

Aristotle

-

Ptolemy

-

matter produces the organ of sight
Conjectured that visual perception
takes place when the organ of sight,
the eye, helped by external matter
which is light (āloka), and a desire
to apprehend the object and also the
past deeds (previous knowledge of
the object), contacts the object.
Conjectured that direct perception
(pratyaka) is due to contact between
a sense organ and its analogous
object.
Experimented cutting open body
organs and scrutinize them,
discovered optic nerve and brain,
believed in three layers in the eye
and fluid at the center that was
connected to the brain and they
together played a role in ocular
perception.
Propounded four elements theory,
water, fire, earth and air. Use of
collyria
Small particles come out of objects
and reach the eye.
Proposed that a visual substance
emerges from the eye to reach the
object, and rays from the object
combine with it to produce vision.
One gets the sense of vision owing
to the influences emanating from
objects, and not as a result of rays
emerging from the eye.
Objects are seen by rays emerging
from the eye.

- Contribution of primary elements in
the construction of the human body
and also relation of eye to the
primary element ‘fire’, states that the
eyes see objects using mind and not
(only) eyes.
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Period

Ancient
Indian
Medical
Tradition

Ancient
Indian
Philosophical/
popular
Tradition

Śrimatbhaga
vadgītā
Caraka
sahitā

200 AD to 400 AD

Suśtasahitā

Buddhist Sūtras

World
Traditions

197

Topics

The mind takes characteristics of
satva. Satva is avyakta i.e. noncorporeal. Among all realms it
belongs to the realm of ātma i.e.
soul or spirit.
- Reference to cataract surgery- the
probe of knowledge will open the
eye and clear the vision
- Defined five organs of action, five
sense organs and their relation to five
primary elements, five kinds of
knowledge perceived by specific
organs, locations of five sense
organs, states that there are ninety
six eye diseases, refers to the
specialists of ophthalmology, states
that conscious perception arises from
the fusion of the ātman (self), mind,
senses and sense organs.
Alexandrians - Lens is the seat of vision.
- Defines five wheels or maalas of
the eye, five parts of the eye viz.
muscles, blood, black and white parts
and empty channels and relates them
to five elements, defines four paalas
in the eye viz. tejojala, piāita, meda
and asthi, and states Liñganāāa
(cataract) to be the outcome of
disorder advancing to the fourth
layer.
States that the lens is
Masūradalamātram signifying
curvatures of two sides of the lens.
States that the eyeball is supported
by an arrangement of blood vessels,
muscles etc.
States that one of the five pittas is
ālocaka pitta –and it is the visiongiving fire.
- Eye ball is considered as the organ
of sight
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Ancient
Indian
Medical
Tradition

400 AD
to
800 AD

Ancient
Indian
Philosophical/
popular
Tradition

Buddhists of
‘Vaibhāika’

Vātsyāyana

Vairocanasūtra

Dignāg
Dharmapāla’s
commentary of
Dignāga

Uddyotakara

Aāñgahdayasahitā

World
Traditions

Topics

Celsus
Galen

- Lens is situated at the center of the eye.
Recognized two separate chambers of
the eye that were filled with similar
fluid, the nature of optic nerve, retina
and cornea and believed the lens to
be the seat of vision, considered it to
be situated in the front part. Stated
that rays from the brain passed
through the optic nerve, retina, lens
and cornea to the object and returned
the same path to transmit the
perception to the brain.
- Conjectured that the sense organ of
sight and hearing perceive without
coming in contact with the objects
and objects at different distances and
sizes are perceived simultaneously.
- Suggested two eyes as two different
- organs of sight. There are two organs
of sight because when one eye ball
is destroyed the other can still see.
- Reference to cataract surgery- The
Buddha, the king of physicians or
Vaidya-Rāja clears away the
membrane of ignorance with a
golden probe.”
- Double moon cognition is not real
entity.
- The double-moon cognition is not the
real entity but an illusion due to
defect of senses when eye is
disturbed by cataract or other
diseases or even pressed by a finger
at one corner.
- Visual perception of a person with
two eyes is better than the one with
only one eye.
- Differentiated 90 eye diseases,
mentioned three paalas or layers in
the eye, stated that the curability of
eye diseases depends upon the layer
it is located in.
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Period

Ancient
Indian
Medical
Tradition

Ancient
Indian
Philosophical/
popular
Tradition

World
Traditions

Bhelasahitā

Nyāya-vaiśeika

Vaiśeika

800AD
to
1000AD

Udayana

Abul
Quasim
Amar
Ibn alHaytham

1000AD
1400AD

Dalhana

Indu,
commentator
of
Aāñgahdayasahitā,

199

Topics

- Described two types of
alocakapitta,one is cakurvaiāeika
(exclusively for eyes) and the other,
buddhirvaiāeika (exclusively for
intelligence or mental perception).
The doas situated between the skull
and palate successively affect the
manas, citta and buddhi, (thus
suggesting the location of brain).
- Eye balls are only the means through
which the rays centered in the Tejasa
particles constituting the organ of
sight, visual organ does not come in
contact with the object when
cognition takes place.
- Tejasa being very light and its
velocity so great that it becomes
difficult to mark the difference of
moments in its movement.
- Stated when a piece of glass, mica or
crystal is kept in between the eye
and the object, one can still see
objects.
- Designed a hollow needle for
sucking out soft cataracts
- Correct explanations of the process
of sight and visual perception,
involvement of retina in the process
of image formation.
- Differentiated between Sirā and
Dhmanī, knew the compact structure
of blood vessels, ligaments, muscles
etc that holds the eye ball in its
place,knew the location of the
cataract opacity to be the lens.
- Liñganāāa or cataract is not a Di
kind of disease but that of the lens.
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Indian
Medical
Tradition

Ancient
Indian
Philosophical/
popular
Tradition

World
Traditions

Śārgdharasahitā
and
Adhamalla,
commentator of
Śārgdharasahitā
Konda
Bhatta

Kepler

Topics

- Stated that a forty year old person
cannot see objects without the use of
glasses, the bilious tejasa that
prevents real contact in old age is
removed by the glasses.
- Eye is equated with an optical
instrument
Stated the role of various parts in
visual perception.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A review has been made to have an idea of the intuitions, philosophical
dogma, observations and communications that played a role in the
endorsement of correct information in the field of ophthalmology.
Ancient Indians understood anatomy of the eye only as much that
can be perceived from the exterior. There is no indication that they had any
notion of retina or optic nerve.50 This is probably because their knowledge
were not based on practical dissection. They of course had some idea of
lenses for quite some time, correct idea about its location came only by 12th
century AD as seen in the commentaries.
Ancient Indian philosophers contributed substantially in the
development of ideas of visual mechanism. Contribution of outer source of
light and cognitive power was known all along but there was confusion as
to the seat of perception. Brain as a physical entity was not recognized,
again for the lack of dissection.51 They came closer to the modern knowledge
when Nyāya-vaiśeika philosophers perceived the idea ‘the visual organ is
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produced by the ultimate particles of tejas and the eye balls are only the
means through which the rays centered in the tejas particles constituting the
organ of sight— come in contact with the object’, furthermore, ‘tejas being
very light and its velocity so great like sunrays that it becomes difficult to
mark the difference of moments in its movement’.
Despite ignorance in internal structure of the eye, they succeeded
marvelously in classifying eye diseases on the basis of location as seen from
outside. They performed surgeries like cataract, pterygium, trichiasis and
entropian too just like their counterparts in Greece. Diseases like glaucoma
were treated by relieving ocular pressure by inserting a needle or by means
of leech.52 Being unaware of inner parts of the eye they could not fathom the
causes of diseases like optical atrophy or retinal detachment and attributed
them to supernatural causes.53
Mind in ancient Indian philosophy was supposed to belong to the
realm of ātmā (soul/spirit) which is considered as separate from body and
not corporeal. Perhaps this philosophy discouraged any search for brain as
a physical entity and the very idea of a seat or path of visual perception
remained more or less an abstract phenomenon.
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